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The Red Power Movement and the Yankton
Sioux Industries Pork-processing Plant Takeovers
of 1975

JOSHUA GARRETT-DAVIS

In 1975, racial tensions between whites and American Indians in
South Dakota, as in many other parts of the country, stood at a high
point. Following the takeover of California's Alcatraz Island by Indian
activists in 1969, the so-called Red Power movement had gained momentum across the United States. The militant style of Red Power activism, most famously illustrated by the American Indian Movement
(AIM), held a match up to a tinderbox of cultural, economic, and historical conditions in and around Indian Country. A pair of flare-ups
ignited on the Yankton Indian Reservation in south-central South
Dakota in the spring of 1975. In March and again in May, small
groups of Yankton Sioux tribal members forcibly occupied the triballyowned, white-managed Yankton Sioux Industries pork-processing
plant in the small reservation town of Wagner. Both takeovers were
products of their era, coming in the wake of the well-publicized occupations of the Bureau of Indian Affairs building in Washington, D.C,
in 1972 and the town of Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation in western South Dakota in 1973. The first takeover, accomplished by AIM members in March, was more organized and orderly than the second; it represented a forceful, yet carefully contemplated act of last resort for a group of people who found themselves
powerless. A handful of young men, some of them still teenagers and
some of them intoxicated, staged the second takeover and the associated burglary of a local hardware store. It was a destructive and illplanned action. Neither takeover accomplished its ostensible goal of
improving the pork plant's success in providing sustainable economic
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development for the reservation. Both, however, reflected and contributed to a larger accomplishment of the Red Power movement; the
bold renunciation of the powerlessness that had hung over Indian
Country for more than a century.'
The second action at the Yankton pork plant is perhaps better remembered because of the dramatic response of local, state, and federal law enforcement officials, which was reminiscent of the earlier,
nationally publicized occupations. In the wee hours of 2 May 1975,
four or five young Yankton Sioux men broke into the Coast to Coast
hardware store on Main Street in Wagner, South Dakota. In doing so,
they set off a frantic and tense day in South Dakota history. The men
had allegedly planned the burglary along with four other individuals
I, The Red Power movement has been the subject of numerous works. See. for example.
Paul Chaat Smith and Robert Allen Warrior, Like a Hurricane: The Indian Movementfi-omAlcatraz to Wounded Knee (New York: New Press, 1996); Troy R. Johnson, The Occupation ofAlcatraz Island: Indian Self-Détermination and the Rise of Indian Activism (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1996); and joane Nagel, American Indian Ethnic Renewal: Red Power and the
Resurgence of Identity and Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).
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Yankton Sioux tribal members stand guard atop the Yankton Sioux Industries porkprocessing plant during the first takeover in the spring of 1975, [Yankton Daily Press ^
Dakotan photograph by Milo Dailey)
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at a local house earlier that night. Everyone in the group was between
the ages of eighteen and twenty-one. The burglars broke through the
front door of the store, smashed a glass display case, and stole a number of guns and boxes of ammunition. One of the young men, James
Weddell, had hitchhiked from Sioux Falls to Wagner with the intention of planning an armed political action for that night. Mark
Winckler accompanied Weddell, who also asked Michael Honomichl,
brothers Godwin and Michael Weston, and Donald Cournoyer, Jesse
Costello, and others to come along. Weddell later recalled that his cohorts had been partying and likely would not have joined in had they
been sober.^ Whether any of the young men were sober when the
night began is not entirely clear.
Around 2:30 or 3:00 a.m., Dethmar ("Dutch") Huebbling was at his
job as a dean-up man at the Yankton Sioux Industries pork-processing plant, a recently established economic-development venture of the
Yankton Sioux Tribe. Huebbling was nearing the end of his long shift,
which had begun at four o'clock the previous afternoon. He noticed a
commotion outside the north door of the plant. "I had just come in
with an armful of laundry in the back room," he testified later, "and I
seen someone banging on there, and I said, 'What the hell is going on
there.^' And it wasn't very damn long until I found out what was going
on."' Eight or nine young American Indian men then broke through
the glass next to the door and entered the building armed with their
own guns and weapons stolen from Coast to Coast.**
The sbcty-two-year-old Huebbling hurried to the women's locker
room where his twenty-year-old coworker Kenneth Wynia, the only
other employee present, was cleaning. Making some assumptions
about the young men, Huebbling told Wynia that AIM had just broken into the plant for the second time in two months. Soon the two
2. South Dakota, Circuit Court, First )udicial Court, State of South Dakota v. Mark Winckler. Mike Weston. Jesse Costello, Mike Honomichl. Jim Weddell. Donald Cournoyer. and Godwin
Weston (official court transcript), p. 991, Charles Mix County Clerk of Courts Office, Lake
Andes, S.Dak.; Mitchell Daily Republic. 3 May 1975; interview with ¡ames Weddell, Sioux
Falls, S.Dak.. 18 )an. 2002.
3. South Dakota v. Winckler ei al. pp. 816-18
4. Ibid.; interview with [ames Weddeil,
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white employees were hostages in the women's locker room, tied up
at gunpoint.^ When asked in court if he had had "an opportunity to be
very close to some of these weapons" and could identify them, Huebbling responded, "I was hit with one.'"^
Three hours later, between 5:30 and 6:00 a.m., the intruders set
Huebbling and Wynia free. The employees called plant manager
Melvin Rosenthal's house, but word of the takeover had already gotten
out, and the manager and the police were separately on their v/ay. One
of the armed intruders met Rosenthal at the door and dismissed him
from the property. The occupiers then shot at and hit Rosenthal's car.^
Sometime before authorities started to arrive, one or two of the occupiers may have left the plant. When the first police officers came on
the scene around seven o'clock in the morning, only seven young men
remained inside: Weddell, Winckler, Honomichl, the Weston brothers, Cournoyer, and Costello. The gathering police, sherifF, and highway patrol personnel sealed the area on all sides. As state troopers and
state Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI) agents sped into Wagner, first from neighboring counties and then from across South
Dakota, they gradually mounted a force of over one hundred.^
On the checkerboard of Indian and non-Indian property that makes
up the Yankton reservation, the pork plant stood on Indian, or tribal,
land. Since the 1831 Cherokee Nation v. Georgia decision by the United
States Supreme Court, American Indian tribes had been legally defined as "domestic, dependent nations." This unique legal status
meant that tribal lands within South Dakota were not subject to South
Dakota state laws. The prosecution of serious crimes committed on
tribal land, such as the takeover of the Wagner pork plant, fell under
federal jurisdiction as defined by the Major Crimes Act of 1885. On
5. South Dakota v. Winckler et ai, pp. 827. 849-51.
6. Ibid., p. 823.
7. Ibid., pp. 865-66. See also Rapid City Journal, I May 1975; "Report on Yankton Sioux Industries Break-in, Investigative Period; 2 May 1975-12 May 1975." 14 May 1975, p. 10, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Washington, D.C. A copy of this document was obtained
under the Freedom of Information (FOI)/Privacy Acts (PA). The author name and case title
were deleted from the copy.
8. South Dakota v. Winckler et al., pp. 981-82: Mitchell Daily Republic, j May 1975.
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the Yankton Sioux reservation, where Indian and non-Indian properties closely intermingled, the balancing of tribal, state, and federal authority was complicated.y
In any case, the State of South Dakota lacked the legal power to
send its own special weapons and tactics (SWAT) team inside to fetch
the young rebels and would have to wait for the federal government
to act. The state agencies could, however, stop well-armed militants,
especially high-profile AIM activists, from entering the plant with
weapons or explosives. At similar incidents throughout the state in
the two years following the occupation of Wounded Knee, such "quarantines" had kept weapons from getting in and, in the opinion of
then-superintendent ofthe State Highway Patrol Dennis Eisnach, had
prevented bloodshed. The highway patrol immediately notified the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which agreed to send a SWAT
team from Minneapolis, Minnesota.^° Meanwhile, the town of Wagner waited in fear.
From inside the plant, the occupiers fired approximately twenty-five
to thirty rounds of ammunition toward the waiting authorities outside." This action proved counterproductive to their half-hearted request to meet with members of the Yankton Sioux Tribal Council,
which officially controlled a 51 percent interest in the facility. The
council convened an emergency meeting and, like the highway patrol,
requested federal intervention. "Negotiations cannot be conducted
under these conditions," the council concluded, "and we find it necessary to ask for assistance from special forces ofthe United States government to intervene and take necessary action to remove those individuals illegally occupying tribal property."'^ Similarly, Loren Farmer,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) superintendent for the Yankton
reservation, observed, "There are no negotiations. There is nothing to
negotiate."''
9. Vine Deloria, Jr., and CUfFord M. Lytle, American Indians, American Justice {Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983), pp. 29-33. 170-72.
10. Interview with Dennis Eisnach, New York, N.Y, j Feb. 2002.
11. Sioux Falls Argus-Leader. 2 May 1975.
12. Quoted in Mitchell Daily Republic. 2 May 1975.
I}. Quoted in "South Dakota Troopers Invade Indian Land to End Meat Plant Sit-in," Akwesasne Notes 7 (Summer 1975): 19.
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As a representative of the federal government, Loren Farmer, the BIA superintendent for the reservation, became a target of the militants' protests. {Yanktor Daily
Press oí Dakotan photograph by Milo Dailey)

The occupants probably had little to negotiate except the terms for
their getting out. By morning, certainly, the effects of the alcohol had
worn off (only one beer bottle was later found in the plant),'"^ and
while they might not have admitted it, they were likely fearful of the
large presence of law-enforcement agents surrounding them. At some
point during the day, they penned a vague manifesto on a piece of
Yankton Sioux Industries stationery. It read, in part: "Cruel, foul and
greedy people are thriving on our blood, asking more than we can
give. Respect is something that cannot be seen, our people are mighty
although we have come to pass." These young men already showed
a politics of desperation and fatalism; their only demands were futile
ones: "This is what the people would like to see—Loren Farmer and
Melvin Rosenthal out of everything that has to do with the Yank14. SAC, Minneapolis (70-9926), to Director, memorandum, "Attention: Laboratory. Latent Fingerprint Section, [subject deletedj," 7 May 1975, p. 3, FBI, FOl/PA.
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ton Sioux Nation."'^ To them. Farmer represented the bureaucratic
tyranny of the BIA and the federal government in general over American Indian life, while Rosenthal symbolized the ongoing exploitation
of Yankton people by whites. Whether their demands spoke for all
Yanktons is doubtful, but many people likely sympathized with the occupiers' desperation and frustration over the American public's neglect of their problems. Donald Cournoyer, one of the seven, later remembered feeling an urgent need to take some kind of action to draw
attention to their situation.'''
The "Pork Plant Seven" or "Yankton Seven," as they later came to be
known, did not call the media to make a statement. Either they never
thought to do so, or law-enforcement officers had cut the phone line.
In fact, telephone use was restricted for the whole town. The sevenperson takeover and the one-hundred-strong police reaction had sent
Wagner into a panic. Local officials dismissed all students just after
school began that morning.'^ Around 1:00 p.m., the mayor and city
council declared a state of emergency and imposed a twenty-four-hour
curfew. All businesses closed, except for one café to serve the highway
patrolmen, and persons who left their houses could be punished with
thirty days in jail and a one-hundred-dollar fine. Residents evacuated
the Wagner Indian Housing development, located about one-half mile
from the pork plant. Reporters were rumored to be locked in a house
and denied telephone access to call in their stories. One newspaper article the next day used tumbleweed-drama imagery in describing the
streets of Wagner as looking like "the 'shoot out at high noon' scene in
a Western movie."'**
Many Wagner residents recall this "state of emergency" as an imposition of martial law. Alan Pirner, who sat on the city council at the
time but was not present for its emergency meeting that day, remembered: "It started when the Attorney General, who was Bill Janklow at
that time, came and then he declared martial law. There was no traffic
15. Rapid City Journal. 4 May 1975.
16. Interview with Donald Cournoyer, Wagner, S.Dak., 14 Jan. 2002. See also Mitchell
Daily Republic, 3 May 1975.
17. Rapid City Journal. 4 May 1975.
18. Mitchell Daily Republic. 3 May 1975.
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going on in the streets
It was real different, you know, you always
heard about it in other places, but never in a little town like Wagner."
Pirner concluded, "I didn't know South Dakota had that many highway patrol."'y
William J. Janklow had defeated the incumbent state attorney general just six months earlier, rolling to an overwhelming victory on a
law-and-order, anti-AIM platform and on his successful prosecution
(as assistant attorney general) of AIM members the year before. The
takeovers of the Wagner pork plant were among the first militantrelated incidents of his term. Although the attorney general's responsibility in law enforcement was limited to prosecution (state law enforcement officers, except county sheriffs, fell under Governor Richard F.
Kneip's authority), Janklow traveled to Wagner to direct the police force
personally. Once there, he criticized the bureaucracy of the federal government for delaying a resolution to the crisis.""^
ig. Interview with Alan Pimer, Wagner, S.Dak., 15 Jan. 2002.
20. Lynwood E. Oyos, ed.. Over a Century of Leadership: South Dakota Territorial and State
Governors (Sioux Falls, S.Dak: Center for Western Studies, Augustana College. 1987). pp.
211-12; Mitchell Daily Republic, 3 May 1975.

William J. )anklow, who had successfully prosecuted AIM members
as South Dakota's assistant attorney general, moved quickly to end
the pork-plant occupation.
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As darkness descended around 8:50 p.m., about eighteen hours after the break-in, an officer reported seeing someone crossing a corn
field west of the plant. In order to fiush this individual out of the dark
acreage and prevent others from exiting or entering the plant before
federal authorities arrived, the highway patrol decided to use tear
gas.''' As reported in an FBI document, a highway patrolman "apparently [acting] on his own, shot tear gas onto [the] roof of the building
which entered the plant via the air ducts."^^ Soon the gas inside the
plant became intolerable. Four of the young men inside walked out
the west door and then reentered the building. About a minute later,
all seven came out. A BIA policeman who had just arrived from the
Lower Brule Indian Reservation used his bullhorn to order them to
raise their hands and walk toward the plant's south gate. They hesitated but, seeing no other way out, obeyed.^'
Law-enforcement officers took the seven to nearby Lake Andes to
await arraignment. As reported in FBI records, Minneapolis-based
agents (about forty of them, according to a newspaper account) were
traveling to Wagner in a chartered DC-3 and learned of the surrender
during a refueling stop at Mitchell. The Minneapolis personnel arrived at Wagner around 9:30 p.m., too late for them to make the arrests.^"^ "Janklow was told," said the FBI report, "that we had gone to
considerable expense and inconvenience to assemble and transport a
large number of FBI personnel to Wagner, South Dakota, and if the
South Dakota authorities were going to act on their own they should
have advised us so the need to charter a DC-3 airp^^r^^ could have been
avoided." According to the report, Janklow responded that the teargassing of the building had not been intended but was "one of those
things that will happen."^^ Publicly, however, Janklow claimed credit
for directing the tear-gas attack, which was reported in the press as a
purposeful "barrage" rather than an accident. "It's always the state
21. Interview with Eisnach.
22. Director, FBI, to SACs, Deputy Attorney General et al., message relay, 3 May 1975. p.
3, FBI, FOI/PA.
23. South Dakota v. Winckler et al., pp. 965-81.
24. Director, FBI. to SACs, Deputy Attorney General et al., message relay. 3 May 1975, p.
2. See also Mitchell Daily Republic, 3 May 1975.
25. Ibid., p. 4.
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that has to do the federal government's work," Janklow told reporters.
"They've got to start taking the bull by the homs."^^
As the interplay between law enforcement agencies indicated, the
situation on the reservation was complicated, and the Yankton Sioux
Tribe's unhappiness with reservation conditions was longstanding.
From their first contact with white explorers and settlers, the Yanktons
had been among the most accommodating Sioux tribes. They made
several treaties with the United States government during the first
half of the nineteenth century, ceding millions of acres in present-day
Minnesota and Iowa. Finally, tribal leaders—some of them possibly
coerced—signed the Treaty of Washington, D.C, also known as the
Treaty of 1858, which opened most of what is now eastern South
Dakota to white homesteaders. This treaty, brokered by white entrepreneurs with ambitions in real estate, helped to set the stage for the
tense relationship the tribe would have with the incoming settlers.^''
The Treaty of 1858 also served to divide the tribe between those who
wished to accommodate the whites and those who wanted to maintain
traditional ways of life. The fact that many tribal leaders and members
opposed the treaty, which, in addition to ceding land also provided
funding to instill in the Yanktons "habits of industry" and "practical
knowledge of agriculture and the mechanic arts," presaged the confiicts between "progressives" and "traditionals" that would follow the
tribe through the twentieth century. ^^
In 1887, the United States Congress passed the General Allotment,
or Dawes, Act. This new policy, intended to turn American Indians
into farmers, gave each Indian head of household one quarter-section
(160 acres) of land. The government then dedared any leftover lands
26. Quoted in Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, 3 May 1975.
27. Herbert T. Hoover. "Yankton Sioux Tribal Claims against the United States, 19171975,' Western Historical Quarterly 7 (Apr. 1976): 127-28. See also Reneé Sansom-Flood and
Shirley A. Bemie, Remember Your Relatives: Volume 1, Yankton Sioux ¡mages, 1851-1904, ed.
Leonard R. Bruguier (Marty, S.Dak.: Marty Indian School, 1985), p. 7. For a complete
accounting of Yankton Sioux land ownership, see Beth R. Ritter, "Dispossession to Diminishment: The Yankton Sioux Reservation, 1858-1998" (Ph.D. diss., University of Nebraska,
1999).
28. See Article 5, Treaty of 1858, reprinted in Sansom-Flood and Bemie, Remember Your
Relatives: Volume i. p. 50. See also pp. 7-11.
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"surplus" and open for sale to non-Indians. These policies diminished
the Yankton Sioux Tribe's landholdings from 430,405 acres following
the Treaty of 1858 to 96,000 acres by 1916. Around the turn of the
twentieth century, a flood of white settlers, many of them Czech and
other European immigrants, homesteaded on the surplus land, creating the checkerboard of tribal and non-tribal ownership that later
proved confusing in matters of jurisdiction.^^
Federal Indian policy in the twentieth century swung back and forth
between supporting tribal self-government (or "self-determination"),
and pushing American Indians to assimilate and tribes to disband. In
the 1930s, the "Indian New Deal" encouraged tribes to adopt constitutions to govern themselves. By the 1950s, the federal government had
begun a program to relocate American Indian people from rural reservations to large cities like Minneapolis and Oakland, California, with
the ultimate goal of terminating many tribes as legal entities. The
growing communities of urban Indians, in turn, became seedbeds for
the activism that would flourish over the next two decades. In the mid1960s. President Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty," with its federal
aid for local economic-development projects, became the government's
preferred solution to the so-called Indian problem in America.'"
As early as 1968, Yankton Tribal Chairman Percy Archambeau
made his vision for the tribe clear. He stated that an unnamed company had chosen a site to set up a new industry on the Yankton reservation. In his view, it represented the private enterprise system and
gave the tribe a chance to work to surmount the problems that
plagued the reservation.'^ It appeared, indeed, that conditions on the
reservation had hit rock bottom, and Archambeau optimistically
29, Ritter, "Dispossession to Diminishment," pp. 113-14. See also Reneé Sansom-Flood,
Shirley A, Bernie, and Leonard R. Bruguier, Remember Your Relatives: Volume 2, Yankton
Sioux Images. 1S65-19J5 (Marty, S.Dak.: Yankton Sioux Elderly Advisory Board, 1989), pp.
27-42.
30. Vine Deloria, Jr., "The Evolution of Federal Indian Poliqi Making," in American Indian
Policy in the Twentieth Century, ed. Vine Deloria, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1985), pp. 247-52.
51. Interviewof Percy Archambeau, Greenwood, S.Dak., by Joseph H. Cash, 19 Aug. 1968,
American Indian Research Project (AIRP), Manuscript 14, pp. 5, 21, Institute of American
Indian Studies (IAIS), University of South Dakota (USD). Vermillion.
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Yankton tribal chairman Percy Archambeau envisioned businesses and
industries on the reservation that would provide tribal members with
jobs and help them rise above poverty. {Yankton Daily Press al Dakotan photograph by Milo Dailey}

forged ahead to make things materially better for his tribe. In the
1970s, only about one-third of the American Indian population of
Charles Mix County worked full-time, and half fell below the federal
poverty level.'^ Archambeau believed that jobs for tribal members
would help to solve the problems on the reservation." Many local
I

32. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 19S0 Cer\sus of Population: Volume 1, Characteristics of the Population, chap. C, General Social and Economic Characteristics,
part 43, South Dakota. PC80-1-C4J. pp. 234, 239.
33. Interview of Archambeau, p. 12.
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whites respected and encouraged Archambeau's work ethic. Local
businessman Alan Pimer recalled him as "one hell of a man" who did
"a lot for the Yankton Sioux Tribe." The Wagner City Council on
which Pirner served, avidly supported Archambeau's economic-development efforts.'"^
Percy Archambeau's optimism reflected that of the federal policymakers at the time. Between 1965 and 1970, federal financing of economic-development projects for American Indians nationwide doubled from $57.6 million to $117.7 miUion. In March 1971, the Yankton
Sioux Tribe received $34,737 in federal grants and local matching
fiands to plan and implement an economic-development program on
the reservation. Archambeau and other Yankton leaders had already
settled on meat processing as an industry in which tribal members
could readily acquire skills that would transfer to meat-packing plants
off the reservation in nearby Yankton or Sioux Falls. The tribe's Business and Claims Committee in 1969 had located a white investor to
direct and manage a plant—Melvin Rosenthal from the First Street
meat-processing corporation in Fort Worth, Texas. Rosenthal, whose
family had been in the meat business for three generations, agreed to
move to Wagner to run the operation."
In June 1971, the federal government, through the Small Business
Administration, responded to the tribe's economic-development plan
with four hundred thousand dollars in loans. Six months later, the
tribe received federal grants totaling over five hundred thousand dollars for an "industrial park" where the meat-packing plant would be
located. The City of Wagner donated sewage facilities for the plant.
Despite construction delays, the project continued to win tens of thousands of dollars more in grants from various agencies over the next
two years. In June 1973, Yankton Sioux Industries, Incorporated,
hosted the formal dedication of the industrial park located just south

34. Interview with Pimer.
35. Wagner Post, r8 Mar., 5 May, 15 July 1971; interview of Melvin Rosenthal, n.p., by Orlando and Violet Goering, Summer 1981. South Dakota Oral History Project. Manuscript
2251, p. 3, IMS, USD,
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of Wagner. Its twenty-two-thousand-square-foot packing plant was
nearly completed and scheduled to open within a few months.'*^
Both whites and Indians in Wagner expected that Melvin Rosenthal
and his sons would gradually turn over control of the plant to tribal
members who worked their way up to management positions. The
tribe retained a minimum controlling interest of 51 percent in the enterprise in order for Yankton Sioux Industries to qualify for federal
benefits as a socially and economically disadvantaged small business.
According to the contract terms, the Rosenthals would run the plant
for ten years, until 1983, to recover their investment plus interest and
a profit, at which point the tribe could buy them out for $110,000 plus
the value of the three most profitable years of operation. When the
company incorporated in 1972, its board of directors was composed of
four white members: Melvin Rosenthal and his two sons, Joel and
Stephen, and Don JufFer, a local banker in Wagner. The next year,
Yankton Sioux Industries added Percy Archambeau to the board.'^
At the beginning of 1974, the vast investment of time, energy, and
grant money finally accomplished its goal. The City of Wagner had
hard-surfaced the gravel road south from Main Street as a veritable
red carpet to the new pork-processing plant.'** In early February 1974,
the facility, billed in the local newspaper as the "only meat processing
plant located on an Indian Reservation in South Dakota," started production with eleven workers. Joel Rosenthal predicted that this number would soon rise to seventy-five.'^ The plant would not slaughter
hogs but would receive chilled pork from outside companies, which it
would then bone and process into ham and bacon. Yankton Sioux Industries planned to market its product under the label "Smoke Signal"
to chain stores, industrial caterers, and government institutions. The
36. Wagner Post, io June, 25 Nov. 1971, 28 June 1973.
37. Herbert T. Hoover, "Sioux Country: The Nakota Yankton Tribe," 2000, pp. 529, 545,
copy in author's possession; Yankton Sioux Industries, Inc., Certificate of Incorporation (10
July Í972), 1972 Annual Report (30 Apr. 1973). and 1973 Annual Report (6 May 1974), all in
Office of the South Dakota Secretary of State, Pierre.
38. Wagner Post, 13 Apr. 1972.
39. Ibid., 7 Feb. 1974.
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Financed with federal funds, the Yankton Sioux industries pork-processing plant
was designed as a modern facility that would produce meat products to be marketed under the "Smoke Signals" label.

front page of the Wagner Post for 7 February 1974 pictured the new
employees in matching smocks, looking like an industrious operating-room team as they worked at a table boning pork.'*" When the
United States Department of Agriculture officially certified the plant a
few weeks later, an area supervisor from Fargo, North Dakota, assured
the community, "This is a mainstream industry which is bound to
succeed."'*^
While local leaders worked to establish a viable industry on the
Yankton reservation, another movement was gaining momentum
across Indian Country. Buoyed by the civil rights victories ofthe 1960s
40. Ibid.. 31 Jan., 7, 28 Feb. 1974; Hoover, "Sioux Country," pp. 528-29.
41. Quoted in Wagner Post. 28 Feb. 1974.
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and, in part, by the same flood of federal money that built the Yankton
Sioux Industries pork plant, American Indian political activism
emerged as a new force on the nation's horizon.-'^ In 1969, eightynine American Indian activists living in the San Francisco Bay area
landed on Alcatraz Island, which the government had recently abandoned as a prison. Their symbolic reclaiming of the territory in the
name of "Indians of All Tribes" instituted the period of militant Indian
activism broadly called the Red Power movement. As Red Power
spread from urban Indian activists back to the rural reservations from
which many of them had relocated in the 1950s and early 1960s, a
number of similar incidents followed. These events culminated in
South Dakota in 1973 with a riot by AIM members outside the Custer
County Courthouse during a hearing in the case of an Indian man
killed by a white man in a bar fight in Buffalo Gap, and, of course, with
the seventy-one-day AIM takeover of Wounded Knee on the Pine
Ridge reservation,'*'
Red Power activism and the resurgence of American Indian culture
appeared on the Yankton Sioux reservation virtually coincidental with
the pork-processing plant. Just a week and a half before Wounded
Knee, the Yankton Sioux chapter of AIM held its first public meeting
in Lake Andes. Soon after, Yankton AIM members took a number of
grievances to tribal and BIA officials. They complained of abuse of
power and funds by the tribal council, police brutality on the part of
tribal law enforcement, and an apathetic tribal school board.-*-* Greg
Zephier, a founding director of the Yankton AIM chapter, also spoke
of a climate of silent resentment in and around Wagner. "Why should
an Indian be looked down upon when they enter a restaurant or public place.^" he asked.-*^ Still, Zephier and his father, Fred Zephier, also
42. AIM, the national organization that dominated Indian activism in the 1970s, received
funding from the federal Office of Economic Opportunity as well as corporate and religious
charities in its early days as an antipoverty organization. See Rolland Dewing, Wounded Knee
II (Chadron, Nebr: Great Plains Network, 1995). p. 21, and Peter Matthiessen, In the Spirit of
Crazy Horse (New York: Penguin Books, 1992), p. 36.
43. Nagel, American Indian Ethnic Renewal, p. 131; Smith and Warrior, Like a Hurricane,
pp. 183-86,
44. Wagner Post. 22 Feb., 8 Mar. 1973.
45. Quoted ibid., 22 Feb. 1973.
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an AIM member, assured the Wagner Post there would be no "Custer"
or "Wounded Knee" on the Yankton reservation."^^
Whites across the state had responded to events like the Custer
courthouse riot and the Wounded Knee takeover with confusion and
fear. By and large, the press characterized AIM as a small gang of roving malcontents intent on stirring up trouble in an already troubled
Indian population. The names Russell Means, Dennis Banks, Clyde
Bellecourt, Vernon Bellecourt, Leonard Crow Dog, and others appeared again and again. Some of these spokesmen participated in
nearly every occupation and protest around the United States in the
early 1970s. According to a typical editorial in the Sioux Falls ArgusLeader, white South Dakotans resented being labeled racist "by AIM
leaders who don't even represent most of our Indian friends." The editorial went on to state that AIM-related incidents, in fact, created
racism where previously there was none.'*^
While AIM certainly did not soften race relations in South Dakota,
its appeal to American Indians in the state lay in the long and painful
history that such editorials ignored. One white woman whose husband was a Methodist minister in Wagner, where he had supported
Indian activism, explained years later: "Today in our church bulletin
there was a little thing about Martin Luther King [Jr.]. He wrote this
letter from jail saying that what bothered him most was middle class
people who would just never stand up. They were probably on the
right side,... but they never got up and actually stood up for anybody.
I think that's kind of the way it was in Wagner."'** Non-Indians around
the Yankton Sioux reservation witnessed the enduring poverty of their
Indian neighbors, as well as the decades of government intervention,
and came to resent or pity the tribe. One white attorney in Wagner expressed a typical complaint, stating that tribal members failed to take
care of their homes, which had been provided for them at government
expense. Whites in Charles Mix County, however, also benefited from
Indian-related government spending. For example, the federal gov46. Ibid., 8 Mar. 1973.
47. Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, 17 May 1975.
48. Interview witli Elsie McBride, Howard, S.Dak., 20 Jan. 2002.
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emment paid for 80 percent of the cost of a new school in Wagner in
1972, thanks to the Yankton population in the district.'*^
Fven so, when a local AIM chapter organized on the reservation, the
action may have seemed unnecessary and ungrateful to non-Indians.
Many viewed the tribe as benefiting richly from government generosity with the development of the Yankton Sioux Industries pork plant.
An anonymous submission to the Wagner Post just after Greg Zephier
and Fred Zephier held the first AIM meeting in Lake Andes exposed a
usually unspoken side to the views of some whites in the region. This
letter, thinly disguised as a joke, was published under the title "Another Movement Forms." It began, "Calling on all members of the
tribes of Slovaks, Cvechs [sic], and Moravians, commonly known as
Bohemians." (Many of the whites of Charles Mix County had immigrated to South Dakota from Czechoslovakia around the turn of the
twentieth century.) The author purported to belong to a fictitious organization bearing the moniker "the Bohemian Movement, or simply
B.M." In a parody of Indian activists' cultural and political demands,
the writer stressed his group's intent to "Outlaw Bohemian jokes" and
"Petition the Great White Father in Washington for AID to teach our
young people the ancient and honorable crafts of making home brew,
kolaches, sauerkraut, etc. as practiced by our ancestors."^°
The letter further laid out as "secondary objectives" a list of demands directed pointedly at what many deemed to be American Indian perquisites:
"A. Remove all property from the tax rolls.
B. Free housing.
C. Free medical care.
D. Take our children off the streets and put them back in the alleys
and pool rooms.
E. Anything else that a good strong B.M. can get for nothing."
The satire concluded with a crude innuendo, "We feel that if all Bohemians get behind this movement and push hard the B.M. will get
49. Interview with Owen Ray Wipf, Wagner. S.Dak., 15 Jan. 2002; Wagner Post. 33 Nov.
1972,
50. Ibid., 22 Mar. 1973.
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bigger from day to day!"^' Although many whites in Wagner must
have felt sympathy for their Indian neighbors, a dark resentment
must also have been common enough for such an expression to be
deemed publishable in the local newspaper.
Despite such attitudes on the part of some in the community, the
Yankton Sioux Industries plant opened in February 1974, and the
operation ran like clockwork under Melvin Rosenthal's watchful eye.
Bells marked the beginning and end of each shift. One former white
employee recalled that bathroom visits were limited to break times,
also signaled by ringing bells. A tribal member who worked at the
plant described the Rosenthals as no-nonsense, business-focused
managers. They also apparently believed in the ideal of equal opportunity. According to Owen Ray Wipf, the Rosenthals' attorney in Wagner, they chose not to ask for nationality on their application form
even though they had received over a million dollars in federal grants
and loans specifically to provide jobs to Indian workers. Overall, they
ran a tight ship, personally monitoring the staff, which soon increased
to about forty-five.^-^
Yankton Indian culture did not square with the capitalistic rhythms
of the Rosenthals' factory. From the start, those involved in the project
had had to ignore the skepticism of local whites who expressed doubt
that Indians would adapt to the white workaday world." According to
Wipf, when the plant first started operations, the Rosenthals hired a
workforce made up of approximately 60 or 70 percent American Indians. He concluded resignedly, however, that what is commonly
known as "Indian Time," or the practice of arriving at work two or
three hours late or skipping days, interfered with the efficient operation of the plant. The term "Indian Time" was not simply a pejorative
expression invented to degrade American Indian culture, although it
has been used as such. In part, as historian Herbert T. Hoover has
noted, the tendency of the Yankton employees to miss work or ap51. Ibid.
52. Interview with Todd Morrow, Marty, S.Dak., 10 |an. 2002; interview with Richard Leasure, Marty, S.Dak.. 9 Jan. 2002; interview with Wipf.
53. See, for example, the account of the Wagner Chamber of Conunerce meeting in the 7
February 1974 issue of the Wagner Post.
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pointments reflected their strong sense of obligation to family and
friends, an obligation that filled houses with long-term guests, emptied already scant bank accounts, and took precedence over the demands of outsiders. Traditional Yanktons often took time to travel
long distances to other reservations for powwows, giveaways, and
other cultural and rehgious events.5-*
Rural poverty and long distances also caused problems. The Rosenthals sometimes excused employees for not calling in sick if they lived
in the country without a telephone (as late as 1980, about half of reservation families did not have telephone service). At other times, however, the managers appeared overly harsh to employees who had to
survive on scant resources. Tribal member Sam Weddell recalled that
the Rosenthals showed little tolerance when workers' ten-or twentyyear-old cars broke down on what, for many, was a long commute to
Wagner. The family member sent to rescue the broken-down driver
might also miss an appointment; another old car might break down
on the way to a powwow or the wake of a relative on a distant reservation, meaning days spent away from home and work. Poverty and cultural obligations often overrode punctuality on the Yankton reservation, as on many other Indian reservarions."
Also conspiring against the success of many Indian people in a
mechanized environment was a lack of job experience. Before the
pork plant opened, the eight-hour workday was essentially nonexistent on the reservation. Tribal member Steve Cournoyer, Jr., who long
endeavored to create job opportunities for the Yankton people, acknowledged the difficulties inherent in employing those who had
never had a job. (Cournoyer himself had his identity as an Indian
questioned for his adoption of the white workday schedule.) Most
Yanktons' lives revolved around cycles other than work: cultural calendars, family, welfare schedules, or, in some cases, alcohohsm. Some
anthropologists and historians who have studied the Sioux place these
54. Interview with Wipf; Herbert T. Hoover and Leonard R. Bruguier, The Yanktcn Sioux
(New York: Chelsea House Publishers, 1988), p. 66.
55. Interview with Morrow; Marlita A. Reddy, ed.. Statistical Record of Native North Americans (Detroit, Mich.: Gale Research, 1993). p. 895; interview with Sam Weddell, Marty,
S.Dak., 14 Jan, 2002.
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cycles on a continuum between the ancient seasonal pace of the buffalo hunt and its so-called opposite, the mechanical lockstep of an industry such as the pork plant. Other observers have explained the phenomenon in similar but blunter terms. Cournoyer called it a lack of
the work ethic; Wipf called it a lack of responsibility.^''
Working at the Yankton Sioux Industries plant required not just a
"work ethic" and "responsibility," but rigor, stamina, and patience.
New employees spent their first few months standing at a table checking ham cans for rust and scrubbing out rust spots with vegetable oil.
Once established as reliable, employees were promoted to the refrigerated back room, where they helped to cut up between one-hundredthousand and one-hundred-fifiy-thousand pounds of cold pork every
day. These workers were frequently cold, and their bodies tired from
standing for eight hours at a time, or from ten to twelve hours in the
event of a special shipment. Older employees, especially, suffered
repetitive-motion injuries from making the same cut hundreds of
times per shift. The layers of clothing worn under their smocks interfered with their wielding of long knives. Fat fibers slickened the floors,
and hog fat turning sour in the drains emitted foul gasses that gave
people headaches. The gas became severe enough only a handful of
times for managers and inspectors to remedy the problem, but it
added continuing unpleasantness to the disorienting monotony of the
work. 5^
The meat-packing industry today has the highest injury rate of any
industry in the United States, especially since its consolidation in the
1960s, when large corporations subsumed small companies like the
Rosenthals' family enterprise in Fort Worth. While the Wagner processing plant moved at a slower pace than the ultramodern plants in
today's American West, it was still dangerous. A white former employee noted that injuries were relatively uncommon and that nobody
56. interview with Steve Cournoyer, Jr., Pickstown, S.Dak., 15 |an. 2002; Wesley R. Hurt,
Jr., "The Urbanization of the Yankton Indians," Human Organization 20 (Winter 19611962): 226-31; Ethel Nurge, ed., The Modem Sioux: Social Systems and Reservation Culture
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 1970); interview with Steve Cournoyer, )r.
57. Interviews with Morrow, Leasure,
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lost hmbs or suffered life-threatening injuries. He himself, however,
had his hand crushed by a slightly faulty machine. Part of the Rosenthals' investment in the pork plant was a fleet of World War Il-era mixers, grinders, and other machines from their business in Texas. In
addition to the dangers the sticky grinders posed, employees also suffered gashes as they repeatedly drew their knives toward themselves
in the meat-cutting process. About once a week somebody needed
stitches.^^ The fear of injury contributed to the unfamiliar environment of the plant, especially for Yankton employees.
Richard Leasure, a tribal member who worked at the pork plant
some time after the takeovers, recalled the mood of individuals on the
lines as solemn, noting that workers endured the cold conditions simply for the paycheck and spent most of the day wanting to go home.
Todd Morrow, a white worker, was more philosophical, stating that for
the place and time the plant offered good-paying jobs for unskilled laborers. Some whites, like Morrow, went in knowing what to expect.
For Yanktons who had grown up with different realities, however, the
packing industry was not a warm introduction to a new way of life.
Even Steve Cournoyer, Jr., who had stood next to Melvin Rosenthal
and held up a ham for the news camera at the plant opening, became
disillusioned when Yankton Sioux Industries failed to evolve into a
desirable place to work. Cournoyer, whose wife had worked at the
plant for a time, noted that the management seemed to discourage
employees from gaining experience and developing company loyalty.
In particular, he complained of sporadic work hours. Depending on
the supply of unprocessed pork, workers might put in a full day or be
dismissed after a few hours on the line and be told to come back later.
In the meantime, they would go into town and sit in the bars.^^
Sam Weddell, who opposed Cournoyer politically but also promoted economic development for his tribe, agreed, stating that some
people could not get forty hours of work per week and received more

58. Eric Schlosser. Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the Ail-American Meal (Boston:
Houghton MifBin, 2001), pp. 172-73; interview of Rosenthal, p. 3; interview with Morrow.
59. Interviews with Leasure, Morrow. Steve Cournoyer, Jr.
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money by staying on welfare. Although some American Indian people
—including two of Weddell's uncles—succeeded in working at the
plant, many more became disenchanted with it.^° Some Indian people blamed the Rosenthal family's Jewish ethnicity for their business
style and the cultural conflict at the pork plant. But this reaction appeared to be primarily a vocabulary for lashing out at the outsider
bosses, rather than a deep-seated anti-Semitism. Melvin Rosenthal
himself did not consider anti-Semitism a large problem. Looking
back, he reflected that while there may have been frictions between
certain minority groups, he did not believe they involved Jews more
than any other group.^'
Nonetheless, the Rosenthals may have been disappointed with their
venture in other ways. They had probably not encountered Indian
Time before agreeing to build a factory on Indian land, and Indian
leaders had assured them that enough Indian workers could be found
to staff the facility. The Texans could logically have expected a desperate and eager work force—a bit rough-hewn, perhaps, but trainable.
Their disillusionment, however, could not have been greater than that
of the Yanktons, who watched the erosion of a promised lifeline out of
a century of dire poverty. The Rosenthals, in fact, had other sources
for employees, especially in an era when family farmers, like independent meat-packers, began to suffer from the consolidation of agribusiness. Many whites, women in particular, began seeking second jobs in
town. Wipf explained that the management gave Indian employees a
fair chance but could not continue to function profitably with positions frequently vacant. Indians became a minority in a workforce
made up of whites, Hispanics, and African Americans. Indeed, by
November 1974, nine months after the plant opened, only twenty out
of the fifty employees at Yankton Sioux Industries were Yanktons.
Four months later, they constituted only six of forty employees there.
These few Indian workers, who were often new employees due to the
frequent turnover, tended to work scrubbing cans for the minimum
wage of $2.20 per hour, vv'hile non-Indians generally got better posts
60. Interview with Sam Weddell.
61. Interview of Rosenthal, p. 6,
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at up to $3.25 per hour. Meanwhile, Melvin Rosenthal was rumored to
pay himself a salary of forty-five thousand dollars per year.^^
Percy Archambeau, the only Yankton tribal member on the pork
plant's corporate roster, attempted to effect a compromise between
the management style of the Rosenthals and the working style of the
Yanktons. Steve Cournoyer, Jr., recalled that Archambeau sought to
create an office in the plant for Cournoyer, who could then help Indian workers adjust and stay employed. The Rosenthals strongly opposed the idea. By contract, the Rosenthals were required to share the
plant's profits with the tribe, but this profit-sharing, which was to be a
benefit secondary to Indian employment, never materialized. Some
tribal members claimed that the plant made a lot of money, up to
$361,000 in a year, while others judged that it was near bankruptcy.
In any case, the Yankton Sioux Tribe was not kept well informed of the
company's financial affairs. Because he was trying to attract other
businesses to the Yankton Sioux Industrial Park, Archambeau was not
in a position to challenge the investors, for fear of losing the potential
$3-millian beef-packing plant or the $2-million scrap-metal disposal
plant he was courting.*"'
By March 1975, a number of people on the Yankton reservation had
grown discontented with the lack of Indian employment and what
they termed the "'ripoff contract" at Yankton Sioux Industries.'^'^ Percy Archambeau, Steve Cournoyer, Jr., and other tribal leaders who
were at least nominally responsible for the plant's management
had been negotiating gingerly with the Rosenthals to correct its
shortcomings, but others, especially members of rival families and
factions, feared these individuals were selling them out.'^'^ Greg Zephier, a leader in the local AIM chapter, reported hearing that Melvin
Rosenthal had told Percy Archambeau to get out of the plant because
62. Interview with Wipf; Hoover, "Sioux Country," pp. 539, 545-46; interview with Herbert T. Hoover, Vermillion, S.Dak., 11 Jan. 2002; Mitchell Daily Republic, 18 Mar. 1975; "Yankton Seven Trials to Start," Akwesasne Notes 7 (Autumn 1975): 8.
63. "Yankton Seven Trials to Start," p. 8; interviews with Wipf Steve Cournoyer, Jr.;
Hoover. "Sioux Country," pp. 529, 545; "TranscriptiQn of General Council, 4/26/78," Yankion Sioux Indian Small Business Investment Company Journal 1 (Aug. 1978): 34.
64. Yankton Daily Press ei Dakotan, 18 Mar. 1975.
65. Mitchell Daily Republic, 17 Mar. 1975.
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Rosenthal was in charge.^^ Whether or not Archambeau and others
were nearing a compromise with the Rosenthals, other Yankton people lost their patience with negotiations and decided to act.
Greg Zephier's widow, Beverly, recalled that these tribal members,
either plant employees or concerned shareholders, knew of his connections with AIM and began visiting their home in the Wagner Indian Housing section just north ofthe plant to discuss what might be
done.^^ Occupations of various kinds had become a staple of Red
Power protest since the Trail of Broken Treaties' week-long takeover of
the BIA building in Washington, D.C, in November 1972. In 1974
and early 1975, such occupations had been led by local Indian activist
groups on reservations around the country. After a thirty-four-day
takeover in January 1975 by the Menominee Warrior Society in Wisconsin and an eight-day takeover in late February by the Navajo Warriors Society in New Mexico, occupations formed part ofthe tactics of
American Indian groups desiring action. The situation in New Mexico, where the tribally-subsidized Fairchild Camera plant in Shiprock
was laying off Navajo workers, carried overtones of events in South
Dakota. One spokesman for the Navajo Warriors Society complained
of corporations "coming in and using the Indian people for low
wages." John Trudell, national AIM chairman at the time, called Fairchild "just one of many corporations which operates this way."^'*
Greg Zephier carefully planned a similar, nonviolent action for the
Wagner pork plant. He and other local AIM members such as Sam
Weddell assembled documents and files to support their claim that
the tribe's deal with tbe Rosenthals was unfair and that the Yankton
tribe would never be able to afford the estimated four hundred twentyfour thousand dollars to buy out the managers after ten years. Following the lead of the Indian takeovers in Wisconsin and New Mexico,
the group called itself the "Eagle Warrior Society ofthe Yankton Sioux
Tribe" rather than identifying officially with the pan-Indian AIM. Bev66. Interview of Robert McBride, n.p., by Herbert T. Hoover, a6 May 1976, AIRP,
Manuscript 1032, p. 11, IAIS, USD.
67. Interview with Beverly Zephier, Marty, S.Dak.. 9 fan. 2002.
68. "Navajos Occupy Fairchild Plant," Akwesasne Notes 7 (Spring 1975): 34. See also Rapid
City Journal, 11 Jan., 4 Feb. 1975.
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erly Zephier recalled that, in contrast to the second Yankton event,
conscientious planning went into the March takeover in order to avoid
arrests. If anyone was taken into custody, the group anticipated that it
would be Greg Zephier, who served as spokesman.^^
According to the Reverend Robert McBride, a Methodist minister in
Wagner and a friend of Greg Zephier and other Eagle Warrior Society
members, Zephier faced dangers greater than getting arrested. McBride recalled that one of his parishioners warned him that a vigilante
force of fifty white farmers and ranchers with guns stowed in their
pickup trucks stood ready to silence an Indian uprising if called upon.
McBride also feared that, in the aftermath of Wounded Knee, Attorney
69. Interview of McBride, p. 11; Hoover, -Sioux Country," p. 545; interview with Sam
Weddell; Yankton Daily Press and Dakotan, 19 Mar. 1975; interview with Beverly Zephier.

Dissatisfied with the management of the Yankton Sioux Industries plant, Greg Zephier (center) and others formed the Eagle Warrior Society and made plans to occupy the facility in March 1975, {Yankton Daily Press e(Dakotan photograph hy Mi\o DaWey)
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General Janklow, the highway patrol, and state or federal troops would
use force to remove them from the plant7°
Thanks to Zephier's planning and leadership, and to the restraint exercised on both sides, the occupation occurred without either bloodshed or arrest. At about 7:30 on Monday morning, 17 March 1975, Zephier led a group of fifteen to twenty men, women, and children into
the Yankton Sioux Industries plant. Members of the group, including
Sam Weddell and his brother James Weddell, ushered Melvin and |oel
Rosenthal and a few employees off the property at gunpoint and locked
the gate behind them with a chain. Zephier then reminded the occupiers not to damage or deface the facility. Sam Weddell later recalled
that no one even ate the ham stored in the plant's refrigera tors.7'
Zephier used the plant telephone to call the press and politicians
and to issue the Eagle Warrior Society's demands. As a few BIA police
blocked the three roads leading to the plant, the occupiers demanded
that the tribe convene a general council meeting, which tribal law required if twenty-five of the tribe's forty-six hundred enrolled members
requested it. Prepared for the worst, a spokesman for the group (probably Zephier) brazenly told the press, "We're here to die," and warned,
"if they come out and start shooting at us, they are going to have to
shoot our children, too." He also asked for an observation team at the
general council that included national AIM leaders, white attorneys,
and local clergymen.^''
The Eagle Warrior Society had composed sixteen far-reaching demands to be presented to the tribe at the general council. Essentially,
the occupiers sought termination of the Rosenthals' contract, training
for tribal management of the pork plant, and a guarantee that 85 percent of the plant workforce would be Indian. They also included a few
unrelated demands and some conditions concerning the occupation,
such as a demilitarized zone around the plant and amnesty for themselves.^' The group settled for a meeting the next day among their rep70. Interview of McBride, p. 12. See also p. t5.
71. Yankton Daily Press and Dakotan, 18 Mar. 1975; Wagner Post, 20 Mar. 1975; interview
with Sam Weddell.
72. Quoted in Mitchell Daily Republic, 17,19 Mar. 1975.
I
73. Wagner Post, 20 Mar. 1975.
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resentatives, the Rosenthals, and the tribe's Business and Claims
Committee. Percy Archambeau distanced himself from the Fagle
Warrior Society and its methods but affirmed that he, too, wanted
changes within Yankton Sioux Industries. "We don't go along with all
of their demands, but we do want a better contract," he told the press.
"We had this meeting set up a week ago to go over the contract, but
they jumped the gun on us. We don't believe in their methods of resolving the issues. We believe in negotiating our differences." The occupiers' spokesman responded to these criticisms with defiant exasperation: "We know that the Indian people have been negotiating for
the past 400 years and look what it's got us—nothing."^''
Initially, the community of Wagner reacted to the takeover with
panic. Schools closed as soon as students arrived in the morning, but,
according to the Wagner Post, "by the end of the day people were going
about the business of everyday living pretty much as usual."^^ A hand74. Mitchell Daily Republic. i8 Mar. 1975.
75. Wagner Post. 20 Mar, 1975.

South Dakota highway patrolmen set up roadblocks to prevent anyone from entering or leaving the pork-processing plant during the first takeover. [Yankton Daily Press
ai Dakotan photograph by Milo Dailey)
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ful of BIA and state police loosely guarded the plant, but sympathizers
easily came and went with food and supplies during the night. Some
of the latecomers included Donald Cournoyer (the son of Steve Cournoyer, Jr., who opposed the occupation) and a few of his friends, who
arrived on the scene just to find out what was happening. Greg Zephier's brother, John ("Zeph") Zephier, who also arrived late, recalled
having to tell Donald Cournoyer and his companions to leave for violating the group's ban on drugs and alcohol during the occupation.
Some of these young men would later create a different event at the
pork plant. For now, the occupying force, which had grown to thirty or
forty strong, took shifts sleeping and watching out for a police invasion that would never come.'^''
On the second day, the Yankton Sioux Industries board of directors,
including the Rosenthals, met with tribal officials and representatives
for the Eagle Warrior Society, including national AIM leader Ted
Means of Pine Ridge and white attorney John Keller of Chamberlain.
At midnight, after seven hours of negotiations, they reached a compromise that included a 15-percent pay increase for employees and a
renegotiation of the tribe's contract with the Rosenthals. The agreement also paid employees for the days of work they missed during the
occupation and stipulated that the tribe would not press charges
against the occupiers provided they did not damage the plant. Even
though he had displayed unbending bravado for the press, Greg Zephier accepted the compromise. The group had evidently sought only
to catalyze improvements at the plant and not to impose its will on the
rest of the Yankton people, as many critics had suggested. "They gave
quite a bit," said Mark Meierhenry, the tribe's lawyer, impressed with
the occupiers'flexibility,in contrast to the popular perception of AIM
as an intransigent terrorist group. Zephier's only remaining demand
was that the entire tribe consider the compromise for themselves.?^
Early in the afternoon of 19 March 1975, the third day of the occupation, the protesters sent about six of their number out through the
76. Interview with Donald Cournoyer; interview with John ("Zeph") Zephier, Wagner,
S.Dak., 9 Jan. 2002.
77. Mitchell Daily Republic. 19, 21 Mar. 1975.
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Having presented their demands and negotiated a modest settlement, the occupiers gave up their weapons and emerged from the plant singing a victory song.
{Yankton Daily Press i^ Dakotan photograph by Milo Dailey}

back fence with all of their weapons in two canvas bags. Approximately two hours later, a group of about forty American Indians, most
of them men, emerged from the plant, unarmed and singing around
a drum. Greg Zephier, his father Fred, and brothers Bill and Ted
Means led them. The women and children walked in the center ofthe
group for protection; Greg Zephier's lone fist in the air signaled victory and defiance as the group marched out.^^ Zephier called the takeover "a long overdue effort of self-determination by Indian people,"
and his image, complete with a revolutionary's beret, aviator sunglasses, and wrapped braids framing his unsmiling face, shot out over
the news viáres.^'^
Members of the white community around Wagner were not impressed with the militants' success. Many of them knew employees
who had been forced out ofthe plant at gunpoint on Monday morning.
78. Ibid., 20 Mar. 1975; Wagner Post, 27 Mar. 1975; Yankton Daily Press and Dakotan. 19
Mar. 1975.
79. Mitchell Daily Republic. 20 Mar. 1975.
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Although the Wagner Post had published a statement from five local
ministers urging "Christian patience" during the occupation, most
white residents were outraged.^° Many mistakenly believed that outside agitators like the Means brothers had directed the takeover. "What
really ticked people off here in Wagner," noted former city councilman
Alan Pirner, "was when they put the U.S. fiag upside-down" above the
pork plant in a trademark AIM gesture.^' On the third and final day of
the occupation, the Mitchell Daily Republic published an editorial, later
reprinted in the Wagner Post, sharply criticizing government leaders
for pandering to the AIM "criminals" inside the pork plant. In addition
to calling a number of the group's demands "absurd and ridiculous"
and "about as far fetched as the myth that the moon was made out of
cheese," the writer bashed "government officials [who] cringe in some
corner using meaningless words and excuses to support their action."
The Eagle Warrior Society should be given one chance to surrender,
the editorial concluded, and "then it's time to step in and put an end to
this kind of revolutionary movement. "^^
On the evening the occupation ended, 19 March, Melvin Rosenthal
looked over the plant and did not observe any damage or spoiled meat.
Upon further inspection the next day, however, he reported discovering damaged equipment and between one and two tons of spoiled
meat. Estimating the losses at fifty thousand dollars, Rosenthal stated
that he would press charges.^' Greg Zephier retorted, "He's a liar and
he's going to have to prove it."^^ One week later, Rosenthal had not followed through on his threat. Two weeks after the takeover, the tribe
held a general council meeting to consider the agreement that had
ended the occupation. When only two hundred of the forty-six hundred registered tribal members attended, the group decided to refer
the agreement to voters. The council set no official date for this referendum, and there is no evidence that a vote was ever held.^' The take80. Wagner Post, 20 Mar. 1975. See also Yankton Daily Press and Dakotan, 18 Mar. 1975.
81. Interview viiith Pirner.
82. Mitchell Daily Republic. 19 Mar. 1975.
83. Ibid., 20 Mar. 1975.
84. Quoted ibid., 21 Mar. 1975.
85. Wagner Post, 27 Mar. 1975; Mitchell Daily Republic, 5 Apr. 1975; Rapid City Journal, 7
Apr. 1975.
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over that had seemed so momentous appeared destined to pass into
memory without either criminal or administrative consequences.
Then, beginning 21 April 1975, a federal grand jury convened in
Sioux Falls. The United States attorney for South Dakota, evidently
fearing another protest, refused to confirm or deny speculation that
the jury would examine the Wagner pork-plant takeover. The following week, on i May, Creg Zephier was arraigned before a federal magistrate, charged with interfering with commerce by threats or violence, and released. The news media in the state got little chance to
report this judicial victory against AIM. In the early hours of the next
morning, the actions of the Yankton Seven at Yankton Sioux Industries sparked a much bigger story. James Weddell later claimed that
the traditional chief of the tribe had directed him to lead a second invasion of the pork plant to divert attention from Zephier and other elder tribal members.*^
Whether or not that was the case, it is safe to say that for the other six
young men the action expressed a more shapeless anger. The reasons
behind the second action, which the state government squelched with
quick force, were fuzzy and complicated. Most of those involved had an
uninformed, immature political consciousness, and their short, violent
occupation of the Wagner pork plant was, to some degree, a copycat action. They certainly had not researched the shortcomings of the plant's
contract as the first occupiers had done. Reverend McBride theorized
that the Yankton Seven saw what Zephier and the Eagle Warrior Society had done and borrowed from it, perhaps, in part, out of jealousy.
McBride also went on to say, however, that a general feehng existed
that the time had come for Indians to stand up for their rights.^^
On 26 July 1975, in another display of rash decision-making, five of
the seven young men escaped from the Charles Mix County jail and
were quickly recaptured. All seven eventually stood trial and were convicted in state court for the burglary of the Coast to Coast store. Despite the large American Indian population in Charles Mix County,
the jury was all white. The Yankton Seven served their three-year bur86. Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, 19 Apr., 2 May 1975; "South Dakota Troopers Invade Indian
Land," p. 19; interview with James Weddell.
I
87. Interview of McBride, p. 18.
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glary sentences concurrently with federal sentences for the takeover itself. Reacting as if the takeover had been a well-organized AIM action,
the State of South Dakota invested many resources in the Coast to
Coast burglary case, hiring, for example, a special prosecutor.^^ The
American Indian Movement had proved an elusive quarry for Attorney General Janklow and other state authorities; many of the movement's unlawful actions had occurred on Indian reservations outside
state jurisdiction. During the first pork-plant takeover and numerous
other incidents involving AIM, federal authorities had acted with
restraint to avoid a repeat of the 1890 Wounded Knee Massacre or
the more recent killings of civilians at Kent State University in Ohio.
One FBI memorandum regarding the second pork-plant takeover emphasized that personnel were "not going to panic or stampede in response to the situation."^9 The State of South Dakota, on the other
hand, moved quickly to appease those who demanded, like the Mitchell Daily Republic, that government act swiftly for their safety. Yet, it
was precisely because the Yankton Seven had no affiliation with AIM
(other than inspiration) that the state could prosecute them so strongly. Without the powerful AIM organization behind them, with its
knack for shaping publicity and its corps of brilliant lawyers, the unknown young Yankton Sioux men became a kind of substitute for
AIM.
Once the second takeover at the pork plant had ended, some South
Dakotans responded with public gratitude, especially to Attorney General Janklow, for the symbolic victory over AIM. A letter to the editor
published in the Rapid City Journal following the takeover declared,
"[Janklow] is one politician who is fulfilling his campaign promises."9° The Sioux Falls Argus-Leader editorialized, "The ending to this
latest episode was as quick and clean as anyone could ask, or expect.
88. Mitchell Daily Republic, 28 July 1975; South Dakota v. Winckler et al., p. 42g; interview
with Carl Haberstick, Huron, S,Dak,, 22 [an. 2002; South Dakota v. Winckler et al. (1977),
North Western Reporter. 2d series, vol. 260, p. 356.
89. N. P. Callahan to Director, undated memorandum, "Yankton Sioux Industries. Inc.,
Yankton Indian Reservation, Wagner, South Dakota, Takeover of Pork Plant, May 2,1975," p.
2, FBI, FOI/PA.
90. Rapid City Journal. 9 May 1975.
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Janklow deserves the credit."9' Such praise helped to make the young
attorney general a celebrity across the state and prompted a reaction
from the FBI, which indicated in an internal memorandum that "we
would review our policies and would unquestionably through this be
able to respond in the future with a more definite response. . . . [O]ur
plans must be expedited so that we do not wait too long before execution."9^ The more forceful approach, however, met with tragedy when
the FBI raided an AIM compound at Oglala on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation less than two months later; two FBI agents and one Indian activist died in the shoot-out that ensued.^^
In many ways, the first and second takeovers of the Yankton Sioiix
Industries pork plant in Wagner represented some of the best and
worst of the Red Power movement. The first occupation was essentially a nonviolent action led by local activists. Although a number of
their initial demands were unreaUstic, the Eagle Warrior Society negotiated a modest but significant settlement that at least strengthened
the Yanktons' voice with the Rosenthals, whose management of the
plant, in the Indians' view, was conducted with little regard for the
tribe. While the terms of this settlement never truly materialized,
Greg Zephier and his group acted for the tribe's interests and gave the
negotiating process impetus. At its best, the Red Power movement,
including AIM, also gave American Indian people throughout the
country a sense of pride that had been missing for the previous generation. Sociologist Joane Nagel argues that political actions like the
pork-plant takeover "put forth an image of American Indians as victorious rather than victimized, confronting an oppressive federal bureaucracy, demanding redress of long-standing grievances, [and] challenging images of Indians as powerless casualties of history.''^-* Eagle
91. Reprinted in Rapid City Journal, 10 May 1975.
92. Clarence Kelly, Director, to Mr. Callahan, Mr. fenkins, and Mr. Adams, memorandum, "Takeover of Yankton Sioux Industries, Yankton Indian Reservation, Wagner, South
Dakota, May z. 1975," 8 May 1975, pp. 1-2, FBI, FOI/PA.
93. Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, 27-30 (une 1975; Matthiessen, In the Spirit of Crazy Horse, pp.
154-90.
94. Nagel, American ¡ndian Ethnic Renewal, p. 140. For a history of the Yankton tribe, see
Hoover, The Yankton Sioux.
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Warrior Society members gave their tribe a symbolic and significant
place in Charles Mbc County, where they had too long been "looked
down upon," as Zephier contended when he started the local AIM
chapter.95 Elsie McBride explained, "Part of the problem [with economic development] was that it was always from the top down. And
at least the AIM movement did come from the bottom.''^*^ The American Indian Movement gave some of the Yankton people a voice to
vent their dissatisfaction with the latest in a long line of top-down impositions.
The drawback to this new Indian voice was that it often spoke the
language of the bottom, which caused the alliances to self-destruct
even before white authorities intervened. The first symbolic virtory of
the Red Power movement, the nineteen-month reclamation of Alcatraz Island beginning in 1969, tore itself apart when idealistic activists, a thuggish "security" corps, and a drug-dealing gang called the
Thunderbirds found themselves pitted against one another.^^ The second takeover ofthe Yankton Sioux Industries pork plant epitomized
this side of Red Power activism. Disorganized, violent, and alcohol-induced, the second action overshadowed the more carefully laid plans
for change that characterized the first takeover.
Members of the Eagle Warrior Society, of course, had exhibited
some rashness of their own, proclaiming, "We're here to die," during
the first takeover, and Greg Zephier apparently had some regrets
about his actions,5^ but in the end, the demanding, in and of itself,
produced a change in many American Indian people. For all of their
weaknesses, AIM and the Red Power movement provided some valuable, if often intangible, benefits. As Russell Means told a New York
Times reporter from jail around the time ofthe two pork-plant takeovers: "The children are growing their hair long, wearing sacred eagle
feathers.... I count that an immeasurable plus. First, one has to have
self-pride, then you have to have political change and then follows eco95. Wagner Post. 22 Feb. 1973.
96. Interview with Elsie McBride.
97. Johnson. Occupation of Alcatraz ¡sland, pp. 154-58.
98. Interview with Beverly Zephier.
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nomic change."'-'^ Some would point out that, thirty years after these
occupations, little has changed on many reservations. Nevertheless,
the renewed identity and "self-pride," as Means put it, created in the
midst of the political turmoil of the 1970s, represented a complex but
indeed "immeasurable plus" for many American Indians.
99. Quoted in New York Times, 22 Apr. 1975, p. r8.
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